Observations of WCVI Herring

Four Questions
1. How has herring abundance changed historically?
2. How have those changes varied spatially?
3. How have those changes impacted communities
– socially, culturally, and economically?

4. Have those changes impacted the ecosystem?

1. How has WCVI herring abundance
changed historically?
• Historically, and over long time periods, WCVI
herring have been prevalent and abundant
– McKechnie et al (2014)
– Cook and his officers’ journals (March/April 1778)
– Nuu-chah-nulth oral history

• Not to say that WCVI herring don’t fluctuate
periodically and widely like most (all?) herring
populations
– Richard Leo oral history re: sardines and herring
– DFO data

Model quantities: WCVI, 1951-2014
Above average recruitment in 2014
Below average recruitment 2011-2012

Median estimates of spawning biomass
increasing since 2008, from historical lows
WCVI
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2. How have those changes varied
spatially for WCVI herring?
• Hay and McCarter data and animation
Large scale WCVI herring movements over time
• Barkley Sound (DFO Area 23)
– Virtually no herring on SE Barkley (Huu-ay-aht,
Bamfield side) since 1970’s (formerly abundant)
– Limited spawning in Tseshaht territory (Broken
Group Islands); minor spawning in VI inlets and bays
– NW side of Barkley Sound (Toquaht, Ucluelet side)
was last strong in 1990’s (“Miracle Mile”)

2. WCVI spatial changes
• Clayoquot Sound (DFO Area 24)
– Strong herring spawns of 1970’s no more (e.g.,
Elbow Bank and other southern Clayoquot areas)
– Okay spawn in northern Clayoquot Sound (e.g.,
Sidney Inlet, Hot Springs Cove) in 1990’s and
sporadically since
– Former good spawn in Hesquiaht Harbour (8,000 to
10,000 tons annually; unfished) “disappeared” in
late 1990’s and “showed up” in Nuchatlaht area

2. WCVI spatial changes
• Nuchatlaht/Nootka Sound (DFO Area 25)
– Nuchatlaht apparent recipient of Hesquiaht Harbour
herring in late 1990’s (~10,000 tons “showed up”)
– Nuchatlaht former good spawning area, but had been
without significant herring until this influx
– Last WCVI commercial roe herring fisheries in 2004
– Occasional low to moderate spawning in lower Nootka
Sound (location of first contact)

• Kyuquot (outside DFO WCVI “major stock” area)
– Recent decades, occasional spawning (including 2015)

3. How have those changes impacted communities
– socially, culturally, and economically?
• Social, cultural and economic impacts on both
Nuu-chah-nulth and local WCVI communities
(Bamfield, Ucluelet, Tofino, Zeballos, Tahsis)
– Decline of herring, loss of commercial fisheries
– Local participants, processing, fleet infrastructure

• Impact on Nuu-chah-nulth communities
– Cultural impact: loss of access to favored food; first
major influx of protein (fresh fish and ṣiiḥmuu/
kwaqmis) in the spring, and the predators that follow
herring (also food for Nuu-chah-nulth)
– Social impacts: loss of access to favored food; loss of
knowledge of herring, herring harvesting, proper
behaviour in vicinity of spawning herring, etc.

3. How have those changes impacted communities
– socially, culturally, and economically?
• Economic impacts
– Nuu-chah-nulth Nations and individuals hold
commercial herring licences (gillnet); four Nations
hold commercial Spawn-On-Kelp (SOK) licences
• Not fished on WCVI since 2005

– Five Nuu-chah-nulth Nations have court recognized
aboriginal rights to fish and sell all species, including
herring; right cannot be exercised without sufficient
herring abundance in Nations’ territories (Clayoquot
and Nootka Sounds)

4. Have those changes impacted the ecosystem?
• Without doubt, the WCVI ecosystem is not the same
when herring are less abundant
• When WCVI herring are abundant, the ecosystem
teems with life of all predators that arrive to feast on
herring, herring eggs and juvenile herring (e.g.,
whales, sea lions, seals, terrestrial mammals, huge
flocks of sea birds, eagles, ravens, crows, dozens of
fish species, invertebrates, etc.)
• Low herring abundance, low turnout of other species

4. Have those changes impacted the ecosystem?
• What goes on out of sight is less apparent:
– Nutrients diminished?
– Survival and fitness of predators declines?
– Density-dependent mortality of herring?
– Migratory changes for WCVI adults?

• Is WCVI at < 20,000 tonnes the new “normal”?

4. Have those changes impacted the ecosystem?
What is preventing a strong WCVI recruitment to
break out of this low abundance state?
 Low ocean productivity (warm water, etc.)
 Predators (hake, others when present)
 One conclusion: it is not commercial herring fishing
that is preventing WCVI herring rebuilding, as WCVI
has not been fished for over 10 years
 Do not interpret the previous statement to conclude
that commercial fisheries should be reopened prior to
durable and sustained recovery of WCVI herring

Recent Tensions in BC Herring Management
• In fall of 2013, DFO launched a “Herring
Rebuilding Initiative” to consider options for
when and how to reopen three areas (WCVI,
Central Coast and Haida Gwaii) to herring
fishing once stocks were rebuilt
• Initiative was well received by Nuu-chah-nulth
– Nuu-chah-nulth Ha’wiih (Hereditary Chiefs) and
Nations developed nine recommendations for the
Herring Rebuilding Strategy

Recent Tensions in BC Herring Management
• Unknown to First Nations at the time, DFO
recommended to Fisheries Minister to keep the
three areas closed in 2014
• Surprise decision by Minister in late Dec 2013, to
open the three areas to commercial roe herring
fisheries (gillnet and/or seine)
• Five Nuu-chah-nulth Nations sought and obtained
an injunction preventing opening the 2014 WCVI
commercial fishery
• Haida Nation and industry reached agreement
not to fish Haida Gwaii in 2014

Recent Tensions in BC Herring Management
For 2014 - 2015, similar story
• Due to on-going conservation concerns (e.g., no
F&C harvest) and disbelief of DFO 2014
assessment and 2015 forecast, Haida, Heiltsuk
and Nuu-chah-nulth Nations opposed commercial
roe herring fisheries in their territories
• Nuu-chah-nulth: failed injunction, but no WCVI
commercial fishery due to early spawning,
warnings to commercial fleets, and low herring
abundance

Recent Tensions in BC Herring Management
• Haida Gwaii: successful court injunction
• Heiltsuk: commercial roe fishing started
without consulting Heiltsuk; protest action
prevented further fishing in Heiltsuk territory
• Recent appeals to DFO and Fisheries Minister
to chart another course for 2015/16 rather
than legal and protest actions

Recent Tensions in BC Herring Management
DFO response to date:
• A new “Herring Management Framework”
initiative, including addressing assessment
problems, establishing limit reference points,
updating harvest control rules, etc.
– Steps, scope, and process not defined
– Uncertain time frame (3 – 5 years)
– Lack of trust between First Nations, industry and
DFO, especially if Minister keeps imposing fisheries

• Interesting discussions ahead in B.C. over the
next three days and next couple of years.
• How can OMF contribute to these discussions?

